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DUCK TOKEN
More than a meme coin... the most charitible meme coin.

FIRSTLY

THANK YOU

FOR CONSIDERING US!

currency.. so supply continually decreases. More
than a meme coin, this token runs on the strength
of the strong community it is a part of. We take
pride in our transparency, and when the community
received the opportunity to make this 100% ours
we wanted something more. We are pairing up to
help the “GiveADuck” children’s cancer foundation
to give people an opportunity to “give a duck” about
something more than a trip to the moon. The most
memeable charity token, with a 6% transaction fee
your duck tokens work for you.

GOAL
We want to make sure we comply with all audits to be as
transparent as we can be. We want to make this a token that
people trust and use in a community that cares and gives back to
a great cause. We want to open up market places where exclusive
Duck Token merchandise can be purchased with Duck Tokens,
where the 50% proceeds will be distributed to the “GiveADuck”
foundation, where the remainder will goto to the marketing wallet
and contests/giveaways. Giving people the opportunity to have
fun with the memes involved in a fantastic community, while
donating to an amazing cause.

TOKENOMICS
6% Transaction Fee

3% to Holders

Every Duck Token includes a 6% transaction
fee for every transaction.

This means exactly what it sounds like... we
pay you to HODL. Enjoy watching your wallet

3% to Liquidity Pool

50% of Merchandising sales

This is to help increase the value of the token
while also ensuring when it’s time for lambo,
you can get lambo.

When you purchase Duck Token merchandise
50% of the funds will goto the “GiveADuck”
childrens cancer foundation, where the other
50% is used for marketing and giveaways.

TOKEN METRICS
Name:

Duck Token
Type:

BEP20
Symbol:

DUCK

Platform:

Binance Smart Chain
Initial Supply:

1,000,000,000,000,000
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0xa9bE89d1C5D748E2fDBc0AEb94AF190A8F1D930A

